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Aeronautics Radar detected an unidentified plane 5000 mi away, approaching at

\}

colre4lsn

-early invisible
E'aceted

:eflects most
p
from the
r

-:.','ay

i ZOO mVtr. Fifteen minutes later an interceptor plane was dispatched, traveling at
i SOO mlltr. How long did the interceptor take to reach the approaching plane?
i nelate distance for interceptor * distance for approaching plane : 5000 mi
i O"fln" Let t : the time in hours for the interceptor.
ft"n t + 0.25 : the time in hours for the approaching plane.
i
i wrlte 800/ + 700(r + 0.25) : 5000
t00t + 700/ + 175 : 5000 Distributive Property
,:
1500t : 4825 Solve for r.
i
t = 3.217 or about 3 h 13 min
i Chect Is the answer reasonable? fn:] tr, the interceptor flies 2600 mi. In 3j h,
the approaching plane flies 2450 mi.2600 + 2450 = 5000, so the answer
:
is reasonable.
a

Understanding @ A

space probe leaves

Earth at the rate of 3 km/s. After 100 days, a radio signal is
sent to the probe. Radio signals travel at the speed of light, about 3 X 105 km/s.
About how long does the signal take to reach the probe? about 86.4 seconds, or
1 minute 26.4 seconds

lcrsEs

For more practice. see Exfra Practice.

Assignment Ouide

\/objective

@ Q Core 1-28,3647,
55-64

@ Extension 65

Vy'obiective
@@Core 29-3s,48-54
@ Extension 66-68
Standardized Test Prep 69-72

Mixed Review 73-82

Exercises 18-21 Students may
find it helpful to first rewrite the
expression with the indicated
variable as the rightmost factor.
For example, in Exercise 20,

1 : prt65 1 : (pt)r. This
makes it easier to see what to
multiply or divide each side by

rewrite
tice by Example

Solve each equation. Check your answers.

Example I

1.7w+2:3w+9423

(page 18)

3.43-3d:d+g+
5.6a-5:4a+21
7.5c-9:8-2ct
9.6(n - 4) : 3n I
tt.s(2-d:02

Example

2

(page 19)

13.6(r-2):z(st-2)-12
rs.4(k + s)
Example 3
(page 19)

Example 4
(page 1 9)

:

2(ek

-

4) 2

Solve each formula for the indicated variable.

:

n h =+

r7.

A

20.

I:prt,forr r=&

)un,rcr

:

*=Y

l9.V: (wh,torw 'n
s- V
2LS:Znrh,forr r=*n 22.v: nr2h,foi'h- or'
18. s

)st2,to,

t

Solve each equation for x. Find any restrictions. 23-28. See margin.

23.ax-tbx:c

24. bx

z6.t_s:b

zz.f:

25.Ln+b:c
m +tx

zt.l@+1):s

Solving Equations

-24

Exercises

\,a*-b
!-,b*c

c-b

26.x=a(b+5)or
ab+5a,a+0
27.x=2(m+n)+2or
?Jn+2n+2

or

ab.a=0

28.

x

=lf

_t

to isolate

2.75-g:23-2gB
4. 5-r. + L.8 : 4y - 3.2 -s
6.7t,++:3-2y-[
8.4-v-8-21,+5:03
I0.2 - 3(x + 4) : 8 -6
12.2(x+4):80
14.4w - 2(1 - w) : -38 -6
16.10(1 -2y):-s(zy-\l

r.

rrcises 4247 you may wish to

i-Je1ts

r.e

state any

Write an equation to solve each problem.

Examples 5-7

s:' :':ic'rs on the variables.

(pages 20,21)

29. Two buses leave Houston at the same time and travel in opposite directions.
One bus averages 55 mi/h and the other bus averages 45 mi/h. When will thel'
be 400 mi apart? 4 h

ror Prevention
ercise 55 Students should

. e-:ed to the fact that

'

30. Two planes left an airport at noon. One flew east at a certain speed and the
other flew west at twice the speed. The planes were 2i00 mi apart in 3 h. How
fast was each plane flying? 300 mi/h; 600 mi/h

i' :: :^s on variables may stem
r-:-: criginal equation or
l-. i,3'essions in the solution.

fr
ror Prevention
ercise 57b Students may arrive

re- square even though
- ; and a are not. Consider,

'er.emple, the case in which

=.!.c:1,anda:3.

one side
l;LJ#,han the
x+3
shortest side and is 1 "r.",,-,,,Jf,11ii
in. shorter than the longest side.The
perimeter is 17 in. Find the dimensions of the triangle. +!in.; St in.; Ot in.

\

35a.x+k+1)+

8+2)=90;29,

ffi

lS. Geometry The sides of

fr

sq.Geometry The sides of

a rectangle are in the ratio 3 :2. What is the length of
each side if the perimeter of the rectangle is 55 cm? 1 1 cm; 1 1 cm; 16.5 cm;

a triangle are in the .u,lo:
is the length of
each side if the perimeter of the triangle is 30 cm? '19'8.${[at
7.5 cm; 10 cm; 12.5 cm

30,31

b. (x-1) +x+

35. The sum ofthree consecutive integers is 90. a-b. See left.

(x + 1) = 90; 29,

a. Find the three numbers by lettingx represent the first integer.
b. Find the three numbers by letting x represent the second integer.

30,31

ges

21-24

tl

;

ffi sz.Geometry

:-eequationx=+f-4
=r ihat c - b and a must be
;e::
squares in order for the
,:

c s: .tions to be rational. Urge
e- :c reassess the possibilities.
€ :-antity q;i can be a

St. Geometry The length of a rectangle is 3 cm greater
than its width. The perimeter is 24 cm. Find the
dimensions of the rectansl". width = 4.5 cm;

Q

Exercises

npplyvour skills

Solve each

equation. 36.

a4$,

or 1*Z

- : 3.4
38. f, or st 38.3(m-2)-s:8-2(m-4)
36.0.2(x + 3)

,'"-r1+r2
""

40.f+

Rr.
I

2 - 11 - R

4(2x

{+{::r

3)

so

37.12

-

3(2w

39.7(a+ 1)

-

+ l) :7w - :12 +
''3t

:

5 + aQa

- | /
at.o.s(2x+fr) -Jto.r +x):1
3a

Solve each formula for the indicated variable. 42-47. See margin.

+ ,r) : r1r1. for R
44. S :2nr2 + 2rrh.for h

42. R(r1
!'-

,_h+St2
J-

46.v:s2+jsh.forh

2,v - s2t

h-

s

=t-x,b+d

=;i,a+c

ffi
B e,e

|

-weddjke

!!

e

qt i o_!!

_ 2"f;,ut + ca

qg.

51. Sports In the 2000 Olympics, Marion Jones of the United States won the gold
medal in the 100-meter race with a time of 10.75 seconds. In the 1968 OlympicsWyomia Tyus, also of the United States, won the gold medal in the 100-meter
race in 1 1.08 seconds. If they ran in the same race repeating their respective
times, by how many meters would Jones beat Tyus? -2,98 m

$;

SZ.

sop + aq

22
;t J=0

t=----a,a+0,

Chapter

1

Investments Suppose you have g5000 to invest. A certificate of deposit (CD)
earns 67o annual interest, while bonds, which are more risky, earn 87o annual
interest. You decide to invest $2000 in a CD and the rest in bonds. How much
interest will you have earned at the end of one year? Of two years?
$3oo; $z+0.+o

Tools of Algebra

66a. 10 cows; 30 chickens.
Sample equation:

4c+2(4O-c)=100,

where c is the number
of cows

5r--

Geometry The measures of an angle and its complement differ uv zz'1firio1lno.
measures of the angles. 34o, 56o

(*

=3;;Ze_: 5,b*c

/=A

R(r1 +

50. Michael drove to a friend's house at a rate of 40 mi/h. He returned by the
same route at a rate of 45 mi/h. The driving time for the round trip was 4 h.
What is the distance Michael traveled? about 169.4 mi

ln the 2000 Olympics, Marion
Jones won three gold and
two bronze medals.

= 3ut5q,a+b

,=

,r) : rlry,for 12
45.h:vt-5t2,forv
47.A:jn6r+b2),forb2

43.

The measure of the supplement of an angle is 20o more than three
times the measure of the original angle. Find the measures of the angles.

t =ab-62-a,h+O

!f;no,

or 0.9875

ffi lt. Geometry

.b2=T-n,
.

69P,

c.

Answers may vary.
Sample: In all, a repair
shop has 11 bicycles
and tricycles to repair.
These have a total of 26

wheels. How many
bicycles and how
many tricycles are
there? 7 bicycles,
4 tricycles

53. Find 4 consecutive odd integers with a sum
of 1g4. 43, 45,42,49
54. Find 4 consecutive even integers such that the sum
of the second and fourth is 76.

34,36,39,40

Solve for r. State any restrictions on the variables.
55-64. See margin p. 22.

ss.L+r*b:a

56.b.t+ a:dxIc

57.cx-b:axId
59.c(x+2)-5:b(x-3)
6I. b(5px - 3r) : a(qx - 4)

a.

cn"n"ng"

:

60. rr(3r.r-

-

2b)

62. f,r2t

-

12):

61.

c(dx

-

3

2. Solve 5(1

2)

+

lh:."

b. about 40.9"F

If

one chicken is
number of legs be increased?

replacedir

5. Find three consecutive odc
integers whose sum is 1 1j

35,37,39

L,ne co\\.. b1,

Alternative Assessmen t

67. Assume that a,b,and c are integers and rr

= rr.
a' Proof Provethatthesolutionof thelinearequation at

\

:: :

rate of 55 mi/h. The er-. .:
trip, including lunch, tcc<
4 hours. How far does
Mrs. Chern live from her
sister? 61$ mi

H.*;;; too few
how _uny *ould ,h"
How manr. .tr\r > \\.ould have to replace
chickens to get the required 100 legs? dO l"gr, 20 legs;
Z legs; 10 cows
c' open-Ended write a problem about the number of rv-heers
r,r'u g-"p ot
bicycles and tricycles. Solve your problem. See margin p.22. "
legs is that?

-

then drove back home

att

40 animals are chickens. How manr, less *ourd there
be?

-

to her sister's house. S-=
spent 1.5 hours havi-:
lunch with her sister. i-=

: !c formula for c.
d. Find the celsius temperature at which rhc speed of sound
is 1100 ftls.
66. There are 40 cows and chickens in the farntr i.rrd.
One quiet afternoon. Jack
counted and found that there were 100 leg: in all . Horv
many cows and how
many chickens are there?
a. Solve this problem by writing and soh in,s an cquarion.
See margin p. 22.
b' critical Thinking This problem can also Le sorrted bv reasoning.
S"ufpose

d. about 4.g.C

3r,.;

r:-. 3, SOlve 5 :
b=2s-a-c
4. Mrs. Chern--drove a: : -:::
of 45 mi/h from he. -: =

fr

:

c.c=l1r-32)

-

= -1,

30-2(4m-7) -

65. a. The speed of sound in air s, in ftls. is ei'en b1 the
formula s
1055 + 1.1r,
t is the temperature in degrees- Fahrenheit. Solve
the formura tbr /.
_
b. Find the Fahrenheit temperature at ri hich rhe speed
of sound is r 100 flls.
c. The relationship between the temperature in de,srees Fahrenheit
Fand degrees
celsius c is given by the formula tr
-1r. Sol'e the

t = a1f55

Lesson 0uiz 1-3

1. Solve 16x - 15

58.a(.r-3)+8=b(x-1)

$.+ - 4,: ff

Q

{F
h

Have students work in groups.

-

b = cmustbea

rational number. See margin.
b'writing Describe the varues of a.b.and c'ftrr *hich the solutions
of
ox2 + b : c are rational. See back of book.

68. A tortoise crawling at the rate of 0.1 mi/h passes :r
resting hare. The hare wants
to rest another 30 min before chasing the torrrrise at the
iate of 5 mi/h. How
many feet must the hare run to catch the tortoise I about
269.4 ft

Each group creates a quiz

containing five questions coverinc
the content of the lesson. At leas:
one question should be an
application. Groups trade quizzes
and solve each problem. Then,
both groups discuss the results

together and resolve any
difficulties.

FGATtr
Gridded Response

69' what is the only varue z for which 6z
as a decimal. 18.5

70'lf 16lessthan fourtimes a number
"1-T Format quiz at

-

24

is 64,

:

2z

what

-

50? Enter your answer

is

the number? 20

71. The measure of the supprement of an angre is
25. more than 7 times the

measure of the angle. To the nearest hundredth, what
is the measure of

rlvw. PHSchool.com

the angle? 19.38"

Web Code: aga-O.l03

72'Thesides of a rectangre are in the ratio 5 : 7 and the perimeter
of the
rectangle is 96 cm. What is the area of the rectangle?
569

"1112

Lesson

fyousolveax-b=c
or x, you get
' = b:re. Since b and c

rreintegers,b+cis
rn integer. But

a is a
ronzero integer. So

o*-

i" the quotient of
two integers and hence,
by the definition of a
rational number, L;c
is a rational number.

A sheet of blank grids is available
FCAT Daily Practice and

with the

1-3

Solving

Equations 23

Strateg ies Transparencies book et.
Give this sheet to students for
practice with filling in the grids.
I

Fl

R"rour.",

For additional practice

with

a

variety of test item formats:

.
.
.

FCAT Practice, p. 51
FCAT Strategies, p. 46
FCAT Daily Practice and

Strategies Transparencies

23

